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Abstract. This study investigates the feasibility of using the enhanced
cyan mutant of green fluorescent protein (ECFP) as a probe for two-
photon fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). Molecular dy-
namics and other properties of ECFP and an ECFP-tubulin fusion pro-
tein were investigated in living Potorous tridactylis (PTK2) cells. ECFP
has high molecular brightness in the nucleus (h53.3 kcpsm) and in
the cytoplasm (3.2 kcpsm) under our experimental conditions. The
diffusion constants of ECFP were determined to be 2067 mm2/s in
the nucleus and 2168 mm2/s in the cytoplasm. ECFP has stable mo-
lecular characteristics with negligible photobleaching and photody-
namic effects in our measurements. At the highest concentration of
monomer ECFP (425 nM) the amount of dimer ECFP was estimated to
be negligible (;1.8 nM), consistent with our data analysis using a
single species model. ECFP-tubulin has a diffusion constant of 6 mm2/s
in the living cells. In addition, we demonstrate that analysis of the
molecular brightness can provide a new avenue for studying the po-
lymerization state of tubulin. We suggest that the tubulin in the vicin-
ity of the nucleus exists primarily as a heterodimer subunit while those
in the area away from the nucleus (d.5 mm) are mostly oligomers.
We conclude that ECFP is a useful genetic fluorescent probe for FCS
studies of various cellular processes when in fusion to other biomol-
ecules of interest. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1646416]
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1 Introduction
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy~FCS! is a powerful
tool for studying the dynamic properties of diffusion and
chemical reaction rates.1–3 Subsequent integration of confocal
and two-photon techniques significantly increased the signa
to-noise ratio of FCS and reduced the measured volume ele
ment to less than one femtoliter.4–7 These developments in
FCS technology have opened the possibility to observe th
dynamics and concentrations of macromolecules directly in
living cells.8–16

The availability of green fluorescent protein~GFP! and its
various mutants has greatly expanded the possibilities o
studying cellular processesin vivo.17 There has been a grow-
ing interest in the expression of GFP and GFP-tagged protein
as unique fluorophores to monitor a wide range of intracellu
lar processes, including gene expression,18 microtubule
formation,19 the assembly of functional ion channels,20 and
the localization and dynamics of specific proteins.21 To date,
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FCS studies of GFP and its fusion proteins have been repo
under in vitro and intracellular in vivo
conditions.10,12,13,15,16,22–25In most of these studies, one cla
of GFP mutants@i.e., enhanced green fluorescent prote
~EGFP!# was mainly chosen for FCS studies of its molecu
dynamics as well as other photophysical properties. Few F
studies have been reported on other classes of mutan
GFP. The photophysics and photochemistry of other GFP
tants might be surprisingly different and complex as indica
by a study of yellow fluorescent protein~YFP! mutants.24 To
expand the availability of intracellular fluorophores, esp
cially those with genetic tags, it is important to study a
characterize the dynamics, thermodynamics, and photop
ics of other GFP mutants in the context of FC
measurements.26 In the present study we characterize the m
lecular dynamics, molecular brightness, and other molec
properties of one of the GFP mutants, enhanced cyan fluo
cent protein~ECFP!, specifically in the context of the intrac
ellular environments. The fluorescence~or concentration!
fluctuations of a molecular system are the key observabl
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FCS rather than the total amount of measured fluorescence.
has been shown that the crucial parameter for the control o
systematic noise is the number of photons per sampling pe
riod that can be collected per single observed moleculeh
~molecular brightness, cpsm! which depends directly on in-
strumental configuration~i.e., excitation intensity, optics con-
figuration, detector efficiency, etc.! as well as the intrinsic
emission properties of the fluorescent molecule.27 In cellular
applications of FCS, the excitation powers have to be kep
low enough not to endanger the cell or interfere with its func-
tions and to prevent the dyes from photobleaching. Therefore
it is crucial that the ECFP molecule has high molecular
brightness to facilitate intracellular FCS studies. It is also of
interest to know if ECFP is sensitive to photobleaching even
at low laser power~,2 mW! for live cell measurements be-
cause it usually requires data collection of minutes per corre
lation curve in two-photon FCS measurements.

In the present study, the diffusional mobility, molecular
brightness and other molecular properties of ECFP were in
vestigated in cells of the rat kangaroo@Potorous tridactylis,
~PTK2!# using FCS with two-photon excitation. These cells
characteristically remain flat through all phases of the cel
cycle, thus affording a clear visualization of the chromo-
somes, nucleoli, and nuclear envelope.28,29 We measured the
diffusion constants of free ECFP molecules in the nucleus an
the cytoplasmic domains as well as its molecular brightness
Our results demonstrate that ECFP is a photochemically an
photophysically stable fluorophore with a high molecular
brightness. At the highest cellular concentration of ECFP mol
ecules, the amount of ECFP dimer is estimated to be ex
tremely low and its effects on FCS measurements were neg
ligible.

To further test the capability of ECFP as a fluorophore for
broad biological applications studied by FCS with two-photon
excitation, we have investigated the diffusional mobility of
ECFP-tubulin fusion protein at various locations in the cyto-
plasm of PTK2 cells. Tubulin is the protein component of
microtubules and composed of a heterodimer of two closely
related proteins calleda and b tubulin. This heterodimer is
considered the basic subunit to form microtubule. Generally
microtubules exist as single filaments within a cell which ra-
diate from the centrosome close to the nucleus outwar
throughout the cell. Many microtubule functions are based on
tubulin’s ability to polymerize and depolymerize readily. Ex-
tensive studies on the microtubule dynamics have been con
ducted under bothin vitro andin vivo conditions, in particular,
the mechanism of dynamic instability of single
microtubules.30–32 However, significant questions still remain
with respect to our understanding of microtubule dynamic
instability.32 In the present study, we measured the diffusiona
mobility of the ECFP tubulin fusion in live cells because this
dynamic property provides unique information for the studies
on microtubule dynamics. In addition, we demonstrate tha
analysis of the molecular brightness based on the FCS da
can provide a new avenue for studying the polymerization
state of the tubulin.

We conclude that the ECFP protein molecule in conjunc-
tion with FCS can serve as a useful probe for studying variou
intracellular processes and intracellular environmental proper
ties.
396 Journal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Expression and Purification of Recombinant ECFP
Protein
The ECFP gene from the ECFP–N1 plasmid~Clontech, CA!
was cut out and ligated into the pET30b bacterial express
vector~Stratagene! that has an N-terminal six Histidine tag. E
coli bacteria of strain BL21~DE3! were transformed with the
ECFP expression vector, grown to an optical density of
and then induced with 1 mM IPTG for 18 h at 37°. ECF
protein was purified by lysing bacteria in buffer A~0.1 M
HepespH 7.7! with 1% Triton X-100 and protease inhibitors
The lysate was then subjected to sonication and insoluble
terial removed by centrifugation. The soluble portion of t
lysate was incubated with Ni–NTA–agarose resin to allo
binding of the 6-His-ECFP protein. The beads were washe
buffer A with increasing salt concentrations of NaCl and im
diazole. Protein was eluted by the addition of buffer A wi
150 mM NaCl and 0.5 M imidazole. ECFP protein was dia
sed against phosphate buffered saline~10 mM Phosphate
buffer pH 7.2, 150 mM NaCl!. ECFP protein was stored a
280 C in a solution of 1% bovine serum albumin as a carr
protein.

2.2 Constructs and Cell Lines
Cells and methods of cell culture used in of these studies w
from established sublines of the rat kangarooPotorous tridac-
tylis, PTK2.33 PTK2 cells and derived lines were cultured
MEM-Earle’s supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, s
dium pyruvate and penicillin and streptomycin. Generation
cell lines stably expressing the fluorescent protein ECFP
fusions to human histone 2B and alpha-tubulin were gen
ated by amphotropic retroviral infection.

The cDNA for enhanced cyan fluorescent was excis
from the commercially available ECFP–N1~Clontech, Palo
Alto, CA! via an AfeI/MfeI digest. This fragment was ligate
into the SnaBI/EcoRI sites of pBABEpuro. The human alph
tubulin cDNA fused at its N-terminus to the ECFP was e
cised from a commercially available plasmid~Clontech, Palo
Alto, CA! via an AfeI/MfeI digest. This ECFP-tubulin frag
ment was ligated into the SnaBI/EcoRI sites of pBABEpur

The retroviral plasmids containing the fluorescent prot
fusions were cotransfected, using the Fugene transfection
agent~Roche Pharmaceuticals, Indianapolis, IN!, into 293-GP
cells ~a human embryonic kidney cell line harboring a portio
of the Murine Moloney Leukemia Virus genome! along with a
VSV-G pseudotyping plasmid to generate amphotropic vir
Forty-eight hours after transfection, the tissue culture sup
natant was collected, filtered, mixed with 8mg/mL hexa-
dimethrine bromide~Polybrene, Sigma, St. Louis, MO! and
10% of the total filtrate placed onto a subconfluent cultu
~30%–40%! of PTK2 cells in 35 mm dishes. Forty-eigh
hours after infection, cells were split and replated in 10
dishes and subjected to selection in 2mg/mL puromycin for
14 days. High expressors~top 10%! were selected by
fluorescence-activated cell sorting~FACSVantage, Becton
Dickinson, San Jose, CA!. Cells were maintained as poly
clonal lines exhibiting various levels of fluorescent prote
expression.
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Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy investigations . . .
Fig. 1 Experimental setup for two-photon FCS measurements.
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2.3 Instrumentation and Measurements
Live cell images were taken on a Nikon Eclipse 300 inverted
microscope~Nikon, Melville, NY! using a 603 high numeri-
cal aperture~NA 1.4! Plan Apochromat objective. Cells were
kept at 35 °C by a stage heater that accommodated glas
bottom 35 mm dishes~Warner Instruments Inc., Hamden,
CT!. Images were collected by a Photometrics COOLSNAP
HQ camera ~Roper Scientific, Tuscon, AZ! (gain
52,10 MHz) and captured to a computer through the use o
the Metamorph software system~Universal Imaging Corp.,
Downingtown, PA!.

FCS with two-photon excitation was performed on a modi-
fied Zeiss Axiovert inverted microscope using one of the cam
era ports for FCS detection~Fig. 1!. The collimated beam of a
mode-locked tunable Coherent~Palo Alto, CA! Mira 900
titanium–sapphire laser with 76 MHz, 120 fs pulse width was
coupled through a Zeiss 633 Plan Apochromat oil immersion
objective (NA51.4). The objective back aperture was
slightly overfilled, creating a diffraction-limited focal spot. An
excitation wavelength of 800 nm was used for all measure
ments. The fluorescence from ECFP has an emission peak
477 nm and was collected with a backscattering geometry an
passed through a blue interference filter~HQ480/100M,
Chroma Tech., Brattleboro, VT!. Photon counts were detected
with a GaAsP photomultiplier tube detector~H7421-40,
Hamamatsu, Japan!. The detector signal was correlated online
by a Flex5000/FAST correlator~correlator.com!.

PTK2 cells were seeded into 35 mm coverslip-bottom mi-
crowells ~MatTek Corp., Ashwell, MA! in Phenol Red-free
culture medium. The cells were allowed to adhere overnigh
at 37 °C in a 7.5%CO2 incubator. From FCS measurements,
we determined the concentration of ECFP molecules varyin
from 66 to 425 nM due to the variation of the expression
levels. The laser intensity at the sample was 1.80 mW so as
avoid bleaching the dye and photodamaging the cells. Auto
correlation curves measured from cells were averages of thre
successive measurements, each 60 s long.

2.4 Data Analysis
Any dynamic process that affects the emission of fluorescen
molecules in a solution causes fluctuations in the fluorescenc
signal F(t) that can be characterized by a normalized auto
correlation function3
Jou
-

t

e

t
e

G~t!511^dF~ t !dF~ t1t!&/^F~ t !&2. ~1!

In the case of a prolate ellipsoidal Gaussian observa
volume in the absence of chemical kinetics, the autocorr
tion function has the following analytical form for a singl
diffusion species

GD~t!5111/@N~11t/tD!~11t/v2tD!0.5#511GN~t!,
~2!

wheretD is the characteristic diffusion time during which
molecule resides in the excitation volume with an axial(z0)
to lateral(r 0) dimension ratiov (5z0 /r 0), andtD5r 0

2/8D is
defined as the average lateral diffusion time under two-pho
excitation for a molecule with diffusion coefficientD through
the excitation volume. In the limitt→0, the mean number of
fluorescent moleculesN, at concentrationC, can be calculated
from the normalized initial correlation amplitude,GN(t→0)
51/N51/CV, in a defined excitation volumeV.

It has been pointed out by previous investigators apply
two-photon FCS that the Gaussian evaluation may not sim
taneously reveal consistent absolute values for the inde
dent experimental parameters.7,10 As a result, a parameter o
g, the inherent volume contrast, is introduced into the cal
lation of effective focal volumeV which in turn modifies the
relation betweenGN(0) and the average number of molecul
in the V asN55g/GN(0), with g equal to 0.075 99 for the
Gaussian–Lorentzian point spread function~PSF! and 0.3535
for the three-dimensional Gaussian PSF.34 Thus, the number
of photons per molecule per secondh ~i.e., molecular bright-
ness! can be calculated from the average detected fluo
cence intensity with the average number of molecules in
excitation volume. The determination ofh is important be-
cause it yields absolute values of the detected fluorescenc
molecule that are not affected by the local changes in
fluorophore concentration as well as providing a criterion
signal quality. The value ofh depends directly on instrumen
tal configuration~i.e., excitation intensity, optics configura
tion, detector efficiency, etc.! as well as the intrinsic emission
properties of the fluorescent molecules. FCS measurem
are also susceptible to the background fluorescence~e.g., im-
pure solvent, cellular autofluorescence! and the statistical
limitations of intrinsic photon shot noise from the detect
The systematic errors due to the detector after-pulsing usu
affect mainly the signal-to-noise at short correlation tim
~<2–3 ms!, where data quality is critical for resolving fas
kinetics but does not affect the analysis of slow dynam
such as diffusion. A constant background signal does not
relate; rather, it affects the correlation function amplitude
that the concentration is overestimated. In the presence
such background, the measured correlation function am
tude must be scaled bŷF(t)&2/@^F(t)&2^FBG&#2, where
^FBG& is the time-averaged background signal.27

2.5 Calibration of the Two-Photon FCS System
To calibrate the system, fluorescence correlation meas
ments were performed on fluorescein dye molecules in po
butene sulfone~PBS! solution withpH59.0 ~Fig. 2! at a con-
centration of 2.44 nM. Fluorescein is apH-sensitive dye, and
its spectroscopic properties vary drastically frompH 7.5 to 2.
rnal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2 397
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Fig. 2 Autocorrelation curve G(t) of fluorescein dyes in PBS solution
at concentration of 2.4 nM used for the calibration of our FCS system.
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At pH.7.5, fluorescein has a constant quantum yield. The
diffusion coefficient of fluorescein is known to be 300
mm2/s.35 We used both the prolate ellipsoidal Gaussian mode
described by Eq.~2! and a Gaussian–Lorentzian model with
LFD Globals Unlimited software~Champaign, IL! to fit our
experimental autocorrelation curve.7 Both models gave a
value of 0.30mm for the lateral dimensionr 0 of the excitation
volume. The excitation volume can be recovered based on th
known parameters of concentration~2.44 nM! and the number
of the moleculesN in the volume. With theg of 0.075 59 and
GN(0)50.40,the average numberN of fluorescein molecules
in the volume is 0.19, thus we obtained an excitation volume
of 0.129 femtoliter.

3 Results
3.1 Intracellular FCS Measurements of Free ECFP
PTK2 cells characteristically remain flat throughout all phases
of their cell cycle. Figure 3 shows a cell in interphase that
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offers a clear visualization of the nucleoli and nuclear en
lope. Autofluorescence contributions may arise from mob
native fluorophores. It is known that NADH and flavopr
teins, mostly localized in the cellular mitochondria, are tw
main sources of autofluorescence. Because NADH and
voproteins have typically low fluorescence quantum yie
and are easily photobleached, their signal will not correl
during its diffusion through the excitation volume. In th
case, the presence of autofluorescence may affect the am
tude of the correlation curve but not its decay parameter10

and can be corrected for as a constant background.36 In the
present study, nontransfected cells were measured as a co
to account for the cellular autofluorescence background.
intrinsic autofluorescence intensity inside the cells is usua
stable as a function of time. The average intensity of the
tofluorescence from the measurements on ten cells was 2
cps and there were no clear correlation curves obtained f
these control measurements, indicating that the molec
brightness of the native mobile molecules are low.

During the experiments the sample stage of the microsc
was translated to different positions for intracellular measu
ments. ECFP cells were measured at several randomly
lected locations within the nucleus and the cytoplasm in e
individual cell. Cells with fluorescence intensity above 10 0
cps were selected for the experiments. In fact, most of
ECFP expressing cells presented fluorescence inten
;25 000 cps which made the background counts a fa
small fraction of the total intensity. In the experiments, t
microscope objective was carefully adjusted in thez direction
with a resolution of 1mm to ensure that the focal volume o
the laser beam was within the body of the cells in order
prevent the measurements of anomalous subdiffusion of
teins restricted to cell membranes.10,11 It has been demon-
strated that in the absence of photobleaching, the appa
diffusion rate is independent of the illumination intensity.36–38

To evaluate the effect of photobleaching of ECFP to our
covered diffusion constants, we conducted several FCS m
surements in solution with a laser power varying from 1.5
5 mW and obtained virtually identical autocorrelation curve
FCS measurements were then performed within a small
ume inside the nucleus and the cytoplasm of a cell with a la
power varying from 1.5 to 2.4 mW. Again we obtained ide
tical autocorrelation curves in each domain. This indica
that there is no detectable photobleaching of ECFP within
range of incident laser intensity in our experiments.

Table 1 summarizes the average dynamic and photoph
cal properties of ECFP recovered from the FCS measurem
under bothin vitro and in vivo conditions. The average diffu
sion constant of ECFP molecules in the nucleus was de
mined to be2067 (std. error) mm2/s. Although comparable
studies of ECFP in PBS buffer(D582mm2/s) have shown

Table 1 FCS analysis of ECFP in vivo and in vitro.

ECFP
Nucleus
(20 cells)

Cytoplasm
(10 cells)

Solution
(4 positions)

^D& (mm2/s) 2067 2168 8262

^h& (cpsm) 34006100 32006200 33006100
Fig. 3 A PTK2 cell in interphase with a clear visualization of the
nucleoli and nuclear envelope. Arrows indicate the locations where
the two-photon FCS measurements were performed inside the nucleus
and the cytoplasm, respectively.
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Fig. 4 FCS measurements of ECFP inside the nucleus at two different
concentrations (66 and 425 nM). Note the difference in the amplitude
of the autocorrelation curves at t50 @G(0)# due to the difference in
concentrations.
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significant differences with ECFP diffusion in the nucleus,
diffusion of ECFP in the nucleus can be described by assum
ing a single diffusing species.10,16 For comparison, measure-
ments in the cytoplasm were also conducted on ten cells. Th
recovered average diffusion constant of ECFP is21
68 (std. error) mm2/s ~Table 1!. The average diffusion con-
stant is similar in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. This resul
was similar to that reported on EGFP previously.16,39The con-
centration of ECFP in the cells varied from 66 to 425 nM
~Fig. 4!.

To recover the molecular brightness of ECFP in cells, we
scaled the measured correlation function amplitude by a facto
of ^F(t)&2/@^F(t)&2^FBG&#2, where thê FBG& was equal to
2500 cps. The obtained molecular brightnessh of ECFP in the
nucleus was34006100 cpsmand32006200 cpsmin the cy-
toplasm, very close to the results from FCS measurements o
ECFP in solution(33006100 cpsm). This also indicates that,
after the autofluorescence was corrected for as a consta
background, the contributions of the mobile native fluoro-
phores from the cells to the measured autocorrelation curve
are negligible because these native fluorophores typicall
have low fluorescence quantum yields, which is consisten
with the previous observation.36

Because the value of theh reflects the detection efficiency
of a FCS system, it would be interesting to compare our re
sults with published data. For this purpose, we conducted a
in vitro FCS measurement of EGFP in buffer solution with
two-photon excitation at 850 nm because theh value of EGFP
has been determined in previous studies.10,16 The h value of
EGFP determined with our FCS system is15006200 cpsm
which is very close to that determined in a previous study o
EGFP.16 This indicates that our FCS system has a high detec
tion efficiency similar to that of the system used in the previ-
ous study.

3.2 Intracellular Investigation of ECFP Tubulin Fusion
The distribution of microtubules in the ECFP tubulin cells
was observed with a conventional epifluorescence microscop
~Fig. 5!. We observed that the centrosome, or the microtubule
Jou
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organizing center, was located near the nucleus within a
tance of about 5mm. To evaluate the effects of the compa
centrosome structures with respect to tubulin, we conduc
FCS measurements at several randomly selected location
the vicinity of the nucleus(d,5 mm) and obtained dramati-
cally different results~Fig. 6!. At certain locations there were
simply no clear autocorrelation curves despite the strong fl
rescence signal, indicating that it was the place where mos
the tubulin molecules were insoluble and integrated into
microtubule-based structures. At other locations away fr
the centrosome, the quality of the measured autocorrela
function curves varied as shown in Fig. 6 with distance fro
the centrosome. The autocorrelation curves with good qua
could be fit using a single species model.

Table 2 summarizes the average diffusion constants of
bulin. Due to the variation in the quality of the FCS measu
ments in the vicinity of the nucleus, we chose the measu
ments with clear autocorrelation curves for determining
diffusion constant. The average diffusion constant of tubu
in the vicinity of the nucleus was determined to be6.2
61.5mm2/s. FCS measurements were also conducted in
area away from the nucleus(d.5 mm) where there is a lower
density of microtubule scaffolding. The diffusion consta
was determined to be6.061.5mm2/s.

We also calculated the molecular brightness of tubulin
various locations~Table 2!. We obtained a value of3400
6500 cpsmin the vicinity of the nucleus(d,5 mm). Away
from the nucleus we obtained larger brightness values. F
the measurements in ten cells on the randomly selected l
tions within the area between 5 and 20mm from the nucleus,
the average value of the brightness is about twice that in
vicinity of the nucleus(64006300 cpsm). The measurements
at the locations greater than 20mm from the nucleus were no
chosen for the calculation of the molecular brightness beca
the thickness of the cells became thinner than the axial dim
sion of the excitation volume of the laser beam, which m

Fig. 5 A fluorescence image of a living PTK2 cell shows the intracel-
lular distribution of microtubules with ECFP tagged tubulin. The bright
centrosome region is clearly seen in this picture which is within the
distance ;5 mm from the nucleus. Scale bar520 mm.
rnal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2 399
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Fig. 6 Two FCS measurements conducted in the vicinity of the
nucleus in a living PTK2 cell expressing ECFP-tubulin. (a) Far from the
centrosome. (b) Near the centrosome. The quality of the autocorrela-
tion curves changes with its distance from the centrosome region.
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produce errors in estimating the number of the fluorophores i
the volume.

Tubulin protein is expected to be almost exclusively in the
cytoplasm. However, our FCS measurements conducted in
side the nucleus indicate that a considerable amount of tubuli
resides inside the nucleus~Fig. 7!. The average concentration
of the protein in the nucleus is about 50 nM. This was com-
parable to the concentration in the cytoplasm away from the
nucleus. The average diffusion constant is5.760.7mm2/s re-
covered from our measurements on ten cells.

Table 2 FCS analysis of ECFP fusion tubulin molecule in the cyto-
plasm of PTK2.

Tubulin-ECFP

Near the nucleus
(10 cells)

(d,5 mm)

Far from the nucleus
(10 cells)

(5 mm,d,20 mm)

^D& (mm2/s) 6.261.5 6.061.5

^h& (cpsm) 34006500 64006300
400 Journal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2
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4 Discussion
In this study FCS measurements with two-photon excitat
were performed to investigate the intracellular molecular d
namics, molecular brightness as well as other photophys
properties of ECFP. We also investigated the diffusional m
bility and the molecular brightness of an ECFP tubulin fusi
protein in living cells.

4.1 ECFP Does Not Exhibit Proton-Driven Flickering
Optical excitation-driven intramolecular dynamics of som
GFP mutants~e.g., EGFP, S65T, and YFP! have been studied
where submillisecond flicker was observed due to proton d
placement between the protonated~dark! and unprotonated
~bright! states of the chromophore through the hydrox
groups which provideH1 binding sites.22,24To the best of our
knowledge, such phenomena have not been reported
ECFP, presumably because of the difference in the struc
of its chromophore, where substitution of Trp for Tyr66 pr
duces a new chromophore with an indole instead of a phe
or phenolate existing in the mutants investigat
previously.17,40 The indole does not possess a protonata
hydroxyl group. A previous measurement on a mutant Y66
of CFP has demonstrated that a chromophore with an ind
structure did not present fluorescence ‘‘flickering
dynamics.22 In our measurements, we did not observe chan
in the shape of autocorrelation curves of the ECFP molecu
both in buffer solution and in living cells at various las
intensities~1.5–5.0 mW! and acquisition times under our ex
perimental conditions. We conclude that ECFP molecules
photochemically stable under the experimental conditions
our measured FCS results reflect the fluctuation of fluor
cence signals due to the mobile movements of ECFP m
ecules.

4.2 Effects of Dimerization of ECFP
It has been pointed out that the crystal structures of GFP
well as GFP mutants in solution at high concentration ha
the tendency to form twofold symmetric dimers.41,42 This
dimerization of the protein has been a concern in other stu
where it is crucial to ensure the monomer status of G

Fig. 7 A FCS measurement obtained inside the nucleus of a living
PTK2 cell expressing ECFP-tubulin.
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molecules.43 In the present study, the concentration of ECFP
is up to 425 nM in the cells. Even though at such high con-
centration the measured autocorrelation curves can still be fi
with a single species model, the effects of dimerization of the
protein on our measurements need to be addressed.

The dissociation constants(KD) of both GFP and YFP
have been determined to be approximately 100mM indicating
that the proteins have a very weak chemical affinity.43,44 Be-
cause ECFP and these two proteins have a very similar mo
lecular structure, we expect that they have very similar chemi
cal properties in terms of the chemical affinity and we expec
the dissociation constant of ECFP to be around 100mM.45 At
the highest concentration of ECFP in the present study~425
nM! ~Fig. 4!, the concentration of the dimer is estimated to be
1.8 nM leading to a ratio of 236:1 between the monomer and
the dimer. This indicates that with an average of 33 monome
molecules in our excitation volume there is only 0.14 dimer
molecules of ECFP at the same time, therefore, the contribu
tion of the dimer molecules of ECFP to our measurements i
negligible. Furthermore, if all ECFP is in single molecular
form, the fluorescence intensities should be proportional to
the corresponding concentrations. We chose two measur
ments of ECFP with concentrations of 66 and 425 nM as
shown in Fig. 4. The ratio between the two concentrations is
6.4. The corresponding background adjusted signal intensitie
are 114 900 and 17 920 cps and the ratio between the intens
ties is also 6.4, indicating that the ECFP molecules are esse
tially a single form of the monomer. Therefore, we are able to
rule out the possibility of the dimer contribution to the mea-
surements. Our results indicate that the ECFP molecule i
remarkably inert and our FCS measurements reflect the fre
diffusion of the monomer ECFP molecules in the intracellular
environment, which is consistent with previousin vivo obser-
vations on EGFP molecules.10,16,39

4.3 In vivo Molecular Brightness and Dynamics of
ECFP
The molecular brightness recovered from the measuremen
of ECFP in cells is very similar to that from in vitro solutions
~Table 1!. This is consistent with our understanding of the
structure of ECFP where the chromophore is protected from
the influences of the external environment. Under our experi
mental conditions, ECFP molecule exhibits high molecular
brightness~.3000 cpsm! that greatly facilitates the FCS mea-
surements with two-photon excitation.

Diffusion constants of ECFP molecules were measured in
the intracellular environment and compared to those measure
in solutions ~Table 1!. The mobility of the molecules was
slowed about by a factor of 4 in cells. Because the ECFP
molecule is chemically stable, molecular crowding and colli-
sional interactions with other cellular components are likely
responsible for the slowed diffusion in cells. We note the
slight difference in diffusion rates of ECFP relative to that of
EGFP as observed in previous observations.10,16 This may be
due to different intracellular environments in different cell
lines. The similar diffusion constants of ECFP in the nucleus
and the cytoplasm indicate that the intracellular environmen
is homogeneous in terms of the diffusion of small molecules
like ECFP, although the actual architectures of the nucleu
and the cytoplasm are different.
Jou
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4.4 Intracellular Molecular Dynamics of Tubulin
Molecule
One of the important factors affecting microtubule dynam
is how easily a microtubule fiber can capture a tubulin subu
from the free tubulin pool during the process of polymeriz
tion, which is closely related to the translational mobility
those free tubulin in the cytoplasmic area.46 Knowledge of the
diffusion of tubulinin vivo will provide unique and important
information to enhance our understanding of microtubule
namics. To further test the capability of ECFP as a fluoroph
for broad biological applications studied by two-photon FC
we measured the diffusion constant of ECFP tubulin at va
ous locations in living PTK2 cells~Table 2!. Our results are
identical to the results from a previous in vivo study~diffu-
sion constant 6mm2/s! of tubulin in the cytoplasm of eggs an
embryos of the sea urchin using fluorescence recovery a
photobleaching~FRAP! technique, where fluorescein-labele
tubulin was injected into the eggs and embryos.47 The in vitro
diffusion constant of tubulin in buffer solution is about 4
mm2/s,48 suggesting that the cytoplasmic viscosity of PTK
cells sensed by tubulin is about seven times the viscosity
the buffer solution.

The variation in the FCS measurements performed in
vicinity of the nucleus reveals the local effects of the micr
tubule cytoskeleton on the diffusional mobility of tubulin. A
the centrosome, most of the tubulin is polymerized so th
are few free tubulin molecules, which results in no correlat
curves for the FCS measurements. Away from the c
trosome, the density of the microtubule fibers decreases
FCS measurements can be performed on the free tubulin p
where FCS data with good quality can be obtained@Fig. 6~a!#.

The observation of free tubulin inside the nucleus is int
esting. The concentration of free tubulin in the nucleus
comparable to that at locations distant from the nucleus(d
.5 mm). The diffusion constant is basically the same as
the cytoplasm. It is not known how this tubulin enters t
nucleus and what its nuclear functions may be.

4.5 Oligomerization State of Tubulin Molecule
Knowledge of the oligomerization state of tubulin is cruci
for understanding the mechanism of the dynamic instabi
because it provides information on the basic molecular bu
ing blocks of microtubules. Previous reports suggest that
bulin exists primarily as dimers and small oligomers based
the analysis of measured diffusion constants of tubulin
squid giant axons or eggs and embryos of the sea urchins.47–49

However, because the diffusion constant varies with the c
root of the molecular weight to a first approximation,47 it is
difficult to resolve the oligomerization state of the small o
gomers based on the measured diffusion constant.

In the present study, eacha-tubulin is genetically tagged
with an ECFP molecule so each tubulin heterodimer, the b
subunit for microtubules, carries one ECFP. The molecu
brightness of free ECFP has been recovered bothin vitro and
in vivo and was discussed in the previous sections. We bel
that the analysis of the molecular brightness can provid
more accurate picture of the oligomerization state of tubu
The molecular brightness of ECFP tagged tubulin in the a
near the nucleus is34006500 cpsmthat is very close to the
brightness of a single free ECFP. Considering the special
rnal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2 401
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Wang et al.
sition of the chromophore in the center of theb-barrel struc-
ture of ECFP, the environmental effects on the optical prop
erties of the chromophore should be weak. In this context, w
suggest that the tubulin near the nucleus exists primarily in
the form of a heterodimer, the basic subunit. On the othe
hand, the brightness of the tubulin in the area away from the
nucleus is about twice that near the nucleus(6400
6300 cpsm), indicating that most of the tubulin in this area is
in the form of small oligomers with two subunits. We note
that the immobile tubulin-ECFP could also influence the FCS
determination of the molecular brightness of ECFP in living
cells in addition to the influence of the autofluorescence back
ground. To account for these background effects, recently de
veloped photon counting histogram50,51 and fluorescence in-
tensity distribution analysis52,53 will be used in the future
studies to further resolve the oligomerization state of tubulin

In summary, this study clearly demonstrates that two-
photon FCS can be used to measure ECFP and its fusio
molecules in living cells. Under our experimental conditions,
ECFP presents stable photochemical characteristics so th
photobleaching and photodynamic effects in FCS measure
ments are negligible. We demonstrate that ECFP has a hig
molecular brightness and its intracellular mobility is similar to
other GFP mutants mainly due to the overall similar structure
that determine their photophysics and molecular dynamics
Our calculations indicate that the amount of the ECFP dime
is extremely low even at the highest concentration of the pro
tein in this study, therefore, the effects of dimerization on our
measurements are negligible. Ourin vivo FCS studies of the
molecular dynamics of the ECFP tubulin fusion present an
identical diffusion constant to a previous result obtained with
the FRAP technique.47 In addition, we demonstrate that analy-
sis of the molecular brightness based on the FCS can provid
a new avenue for studying the oligomerization state of tubu
lin, which is vital to understanding the mechanism of dynamic
instability of microtubulesin vivo. We conclude that ECFP is
a very useful fluorescent probe for FCS studies of various
cellular processes when fused to other biomolecules of inter
est.
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